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The ProblemB Our aim: To provide natural language (NL) interfaes to eÆient ontology based data aesssystems, to help unskilled users.B The bakground: EÆient ontology based data aess is formally modelled by by the entailmentproblem: hT ;Di j= q(~)where the tuple hT ;Di is a DL-Lite knowledge base (KB) and q(~) the grounding of a onjuntivequery. This problem is known as the query answering problem (QA) for DL-Lite KBs.B The questions: Whih NL onstruts, i.e., whih fragment of English, an apture DL-Lite KBs?Whih is the expressive power of DL-Lite w.r.t. other fragments of English?
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DL-LiteR;uB We have hosen DL-LiteR;u beause of its good omputational properties and its loseness to NLwhen it omes to ontology based data aess.B DL-LiteR;u knowledge base KB = hT ;Di is a set of TBox (T ) and ABox (D) assertions:A(); R(1; 2) (ABox assertions)Cl v Cr (TBox onept inlusion assertions)R1 v R2 (TBox role inlusion assertions)B DL-LiteR;u left (Cl) and right (Cr ) hand side onepts are then de�ned as follows:Cl ::= A j 9R j 9R� j Cl u Cl :Cr ::= Cl j :A j :9R j :9R� j 9R:Cr j 9R�:Cr j Cr u Cr :B DL-LiteR;u is a fragment of FOL inluded in the 89� pre�x lass. It is equipped with standard FOLsemantis. TBox reasoning is in P and QA in LOGSPACE w.r.t. data omplexity (f. Calvaneseet al., 2005 and 2006).
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Fragments of EnglishB A fragment of English F is a subset of English, de�ned by a restrited set of grammar rules, thatmaps, through a ompositional translation, onto a fragment of FOL (to whih it an be identi�ed)its set �F of meaning representations (MRs):S: Leaves(Mary)NP: �P:P (Mary)
Mary

IV : Leaves
left

S: Man v LeavesNP: �Q:Man v QDet: �P:�Q:P v QEvery N: Manman
IV : Leaves

left(ABox) (TBox)B Pratt and Third (2005) de�ne a family of fragments of English and study them w.r.t. the expressivepower of their MRs and the omputational omplexity of satis�ability and entailment among theseMRs.
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Building the Fragments - COPB Given the following lexion:Copula = is aNegation = is not aDeterminers/Quanti�ers = some every noNouns = man, mortal : : :Proper Names = Sorates : : :B we an build sentenes of the following form:Every man is a mortalSorates is a manSorates is a mortal.B We have thus aptured the entailment:f8x(Man(x)! Mortal(x)); Man(Sorates)g j= Mortal(Sorates)B The basi fragment of sentenes built out of this lexion is alled COP.
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Building the FragmentsB New fragments are built by extending COP with:TV = Transitive verbs, e.g. "reads" (binary relations).DTV = Distransitive verbs, e.g., "gives" (ternary relations).REL = Relative pronouns, e.g., "who", "that", "whih", et. (onjuntion).B whih yield new FOL sets of MRs:Sentene MR FragmentEvery man who is not dead 8x(Man(x) ^^^ :Dead(x)! COP+RELis alive Alive(x))Every soldier defends a ountry 8x((Soldier(x)! 9y(Country(y) ^Defends(x; y))): COP+TVEvery salesman sells some 8x(Salesman(x)! 9y(Customer(y)^ COP+DTVmerhandise to some ustomer 9z(Merhandise(z) ^ Sells(x; y; z))):
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Complexity of Fragments (Pratt & Third 2005)Fragment Deision lass for satis�abilityCOP PCOP+TV+DTV PCOP+REL NP-CompleteCOP+REL+TV EXPTIME-CompleteCOP+REL+TV+DTV NEXPTIME-CompleteB Only the �rst two are tratable.B The addition of relatives is omputationally expensive. Relatives in NL onvey boolean onjun-tion. Hene, when ombined with boolean negation, as in COP+REL, we get a fragment that ispropositionally omplete and therefore intratable.
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Lite EnglishB Lite English (Bernardi, Calvanese and Thorne, 2007) is a fragment of English that ompositionallytranslates into DL-LiteR;u KB assertions. Utteranes respet the pattern:Det N VPB Dets are universal quanti�ers (onveying subsumption), the Ns a Cl onept and the VPs a Cronept, for instane:Category DL-LiteR;u Lite English SemantisDet every �P:�Q:P v QN Cl onepts man that sleeps Man uuu SleepsVP Cr onepts loves some woman who works 9Loves:Woman uuu WorksSentene MREvery man that sleeps loves some woman who works Man uuu Sleeps v 9Loves:Woman uuu WorksB The fat that DL-LiteR;u has full-boolean onjuntion allows for restrited relative pronouns. Nega-tion is restrited to VPs. Quanti�ers our in a �xed order.
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DL-LiteR;u is as Expressive as COPB THEOREM DL-LiteR;u is as expressive as COP.(i) COP expresses ontainment among sets. DL-LiteR;u an express this via inlusion assertions ofthe form A v B.(ii) COP expresses disjointness among sets. DL-LiteR;u an express this via disjointness assertionsof the form A v :B.(iii) COP expresses that an individual belongs to a set or its omplement. DL-LiteR;u an expressthis via disjointness assertions and ABox assertions.(iv) COP expresses that the intersetion of two sets is not empty. We an express this in DL-LiteR;uby the ABox assertions P () and Q() and by dropping the unique name assumption (UNA).B But the onverse is false.
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DL-LiteR;u Overlaps with COP+TV+DTVB THEOREM DL-LiteR;u overlaps in expressive power with COP+TV+DTV, but neither ontainsthe other.(i) COP+TV+DTV and DL-LiteR;u ontain COP, whene the overlapping.(ii) ()) DL-LiteR;u role-typing assertions 9R v A, yield in FOL, when prenexed, skolemized andlausi�ed: :R(x; y) _ A(x):These lauses lie, however, beyond COP+TV+DTV MRs (Pratt and Third 2005, ondition P3).
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DL-LiteR;u Overlaps with COP+TV+DTV(ii) (() The COP+TV sentene  = 9x8y(P (x) ^ Q(x) ! R(x; y)) that says "there is a leastelement" is not losed under union of hains. We an build a non well-founded model M! fromthe hain M1 4M2 4 : : : 4Mi 4 : : :, for i 2 N+, of models of  :M1 : 0 �! +n (N) M1 j=  M2 : �1 �! +n (N [ f�1g) M2 j=  ... ... ... ...Mi : �(i�1) �! +n (N [ f�1; :::;�(i � 1)g) Mi j=  ... ... ... ...M! = Si2NMi : �n  ! +n (Z) M! 6j=  But DL-LiteR;u is losed under this property, sine all of its assertions belong (in FOL) to the 89�pre�x lass (Cori and Lasar 2003).
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Summarizing

B Lite English ontains relatives, whih yield an exponential blowup in Pratt and Third's fragments.B But in Lite English relatives are harmless to omputational omplexity, due to the ontrolledbehaviour of negation, whih annot our in N position (only in VPs). In DL-LiteR;u negation islimited to the right hand side of v (i.e. to Cr onepts).
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An Example - COP (1)Syntax Rules MR (= �)IP! NP I0 �(NP)(�(I0)) B� �(IP)I0 ! is a N �(I) = �(N)I0 ! is not a N �(I) = :�(N)NP! PropN �(NP) = �(PropN)NP! Det N �(Det)(�(N)) B� �(NP)B � is a ompositional translation.
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An Example - COP (2)Lexion MR (= �)N! woman �(N) = �x:Woman(x)N! man �(N) = �x:Man(x)N! human �(N) = �y:Human(x)PropN! Mary �(PropN) = �P:P (Mary)Det! every �(Det) = �P:�Q:8x(P (x)! Q(x))Det! no �(Det) = �P:�Q:8x(P (x)! :Q(x)Det! some �(Det) = �P:�Q:9x(P (x) ^Q(x))B � is a ompositional translation.
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An Example - COP (3)IP
NP

PropN
Mary

is a I0
N

womanB � is omputed bottom-up, from leaves to root.
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An Example - COP (4)IP
NP

�(PropN) = �P:P (Mary)
Mary

is a I0
�(N) = �x:Woman(x)

womanB � is omputed bottom-up, from leaves to root.
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An Example - COP (5)S
�(NP) = �P:P (Mary)

�(PropN) = �P:P (Mary)
Mary

is a �(I0) = �x:Woman(x)
�(N) = �x:Woman(x)

womanB � is omputed bottom-up, from leaves to root.
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An Example - COP (6)�(IP) = Woman(Mary)

�(NP) = �P:P (Mary)
�(PropN) = �P:P (Mary)

Mary
is a �(I0) = �x:Woman(x)

�(N) = �x:Woman(x)
womanB � is omputed bottom-up, from leaves to root.


